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Charging infrastructure
Chargers
Batteries
Motors and controllers
Vehicle Manufacturers
www.emc-mec.ca/files/EMC-Directory2008.pdf
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addenergietechnologies.com
Québec, Qc, Canada
AddÉnergie charging stations are
designed for climate robustness and
flexibility of configuration. Every
charging station is meant to operate
reliably and safely for numerous years
in heavy weather conditions and to fit to
our customer’s exact needs and
requirements.

CHARGING STATIONS FOR COMMERCIAL
AddÉnergie platform suits well for commercial, from
parking lots and fleet owners to municipalities and
corporations. Our solutions provide additional revenues to
our customers and increased convenience for them and
for their own customers.
CHARGING STATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL
HOMES
AddÉnergie platform suits well for residential
homes has it can be designed with a minimal set
of features to enable owners of electric and plug-in
hybrid vehicle a safe and affordable charging of
the vehicle at home.

e-Station and ChargeGo
PSI is a provider of all-weather public Electric Vehicle (EV)
charge stations. We are focused on market development
and deployment of our products in the Pacific Northwest and
all Canadian Provinces.

Our proprietary e-Stations are smart grid enabled and
designed to conveniently charge EV’s where they park - be it
public or private property. Examples of suitable locations
include shopping centers, public car parks, employee
parking lots, condominium parking structures and on-street
parking locations. e-Stations are manufactured in models for
both exterior and interior installations. They can be operated
under a variety of plans depending on power supply and the
need - or not - for payment transacting. Our ChargeGo back
office and payment system provides both management and
transaction solutions. Available models include multiple-user
free standing and wall mount units.

powerupsystemsinc.com
Victoria, BC, Canada

200 to 400 VDC

delta-q.com
Burnaby, BC, Canada
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24 to 96 VDC
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Lithium Metal Polymer Battery
30 kW, 30 kWh, 300 kg, 300 L
bathium.com
Boucherville, Qc, Canada
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electrovaya.com
Mississauga, On,
Canada
•Multiple chemistry solutions / Platform
technology
•Superior energy density
•Prismatic, laminated, large-format cell
design
•Integrated intelligent battery
management system (iBMS)™
•System capabilities
•Unique manufacturing process based
in North America

Li-Ion SuperPolymer
10 Ah-100Ah
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molienergy.com
Maple Ridge, BC, Canada

LiFePO4 characteristics
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phostechlithium.com
St-Bruno, Qc, Canada

1. Thermal stability
•LiFePO4 is made of a skeleton of PO4 polyanions that is
very stable thermally while favorable to one dimensional Li+
ion reversible diffusion
•Covalent P-O bond stabilize the oxide when fully charged
and avoid O2 release making LiFePO4 the most stable
commercial cathode material
•LiFePO4 stability and tolerance to overcharge make possible
cost reduction associated to external safety devices
2. Good electrochemical characteristics
•Long calendar life for the stable olivine structure
•High tolerance to high and low-voltage abuse
•Lower thickness change of full cell during charge and
discharge
3. Abundant resource of basic elements
•Fe and P are common components
4. Environmentally friendly
•No toxic element
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toxco.com
Trail, BC, Canada

In business since 1984, Toxco Inc has
become the most diverse battery
recycling company in the world. Their
processes are all based on certified
recycling techniques for material recovery.
Toxco's facilities are approved and
permitted, operating under strict guidelines
from State and Federal environmental
protection agencies.
In 1992 has introduced a unique patented
process for the recycling of lithium primary
batteries and is still the only company in
the World that can recycle any size or
type of lithium battery.

Is an experts in the field of Battery Management
Electronics; realizing customized and standard
solutions in Lithium Protection, Fuel Gauging and
Charging. Their one stop integrated resource provides
quick turn around for low to high volume projects. They
also manufacture third party designs.
Vecture is the only choice for battery assemblers and
manufacturers, offering premium quality, price and
service.

vectureinc.com
Concord, On, Canada

At their manufacturing and design facility, located in
Concord, Toronto, Canada, they have made extensive
investments in our equipment and people to support
the growth in sales being generated globally.

DHSE is a consulting engineering company committed to the
advancement of clean and efficient energy conversion and
storage devices to reduce or replace the use of non-renewable
resources.
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DHSE provides experimental, analytical, and
design/development consulting engineering services for
applications requiring battery and hydrogen energy storage and
conversion systems. The primary focus of DHSE is vehicular
applications such electric and hybrid vehicles. DHSE has
extensive control/charge algorithm development experience and
test experience with major EV battery chemistries and drivetrain
systems.
DHSE provides services related to battery and
renewable/alternative energy storage and conversion systems.

dhse.ca
Tatamagouche,NS, Canada

Core Capabilities:
Analysis and Specifications of Applications
Development and Testing of Energy Storage, Conversion, and
Control Systems
Prototyping and Application Demonstration

Mission statement :
To provide professional, cost effective engineering and test
services to companies or public agencies seeking to reduce or
eliminate exhaust emissions.

betservices.com
Mississauga, On, Canada
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tm4.com
Boucherville, Qc, Canada
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AZD has expertise in the areas of vehicle controls software,
power electronics, electric machine design, vehicle systems
engineering and vehicle integration. The principal business of
AZD is the supply of hybrid electric vehicle and electric
vehicle control and powertrain systems.
AZD also has an established portfolio of proprietary
component products that compliment its core technical skills
and makes use of an extensive industry supplier base to offer
complete power train solutions to our target markets including
delivery vans, shuttle buses and electric drive applications.

azuredynamics.com
Mississauga, On, Canada

AZD has expertise in the
areas of vehicle controls
software, power electronics,
electric machine design,
vehicle systems engineering
and vehicle integration.

azuredynamics.com
Missauga, On, Canada

The principal business of
AZD is the supply of hybrid
electric vehicle and electric
vehicle control and
powertrain systems.
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azuredynamics.com
Mississauga, On, Canada

AZD has developed the Balance™ Hybrid Electric drive system for Ford's E450 Cutaway and Strip
Chassis trucks. The Balance™ hybrid electric drive system manages the conventional 5.4 litre Triton
gasoline engine and the 5-speed automatic TorqShift transmission to produce a cleaner, more fuel
efficient vehicle for your business needs. The hybrid features electric-launch assist, engine-off at idle
and regenerative braking which combine to improve fuel economy and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

Magna E-Car Systems serves as the lead
integrator and main interface to our
customers, responsible for all hybrid and
electric vehicle programs globally.

They lead and coordinate activities for the
acquisition and execution of new programs
for electric and hybrid-electric vehicles.
Their range of services includes integration
of components and systems, as well as the
development and production of innovative
complete-vehicle solutions, from engineering
to turnkey programs.
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magna.com
Aurora, On, Canada

Their goal is to transform your ideas and
targets into viable hybrid and electric
solutions for eco-friendly cars.

Project Eve undertakes specific key
technology projects necessary to promote the
design, use and adoption of electric mobility.
These projects include the integration and
enhancements of EV components as well as
the technologies required by utility providers,
support companies, insurance providers and
others.
Project EVE brings together Canadian skills for
the purpose of producing and supporting
Canadian electric vehicles and components.
Our approach is inclusive and collaborative.

projecteve.ca
Toronto, On, Canada
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The Electric Vehicle Technology Roadmap for
Canada, a publication of Electric Mobility
Canada, outlines opportunities for a made in
Canada solution.
Project EVE is a for-profit consortium created
to act on these opportunities.

Unicell is a creative manufacturer with a
strong commitment to customer service.
Innovative and flexible, we have successfully
brought to market several ground breaking,
"best in class" products.
Their major products are truck bodies for
Ford and General Motors trucks. Our basic
models are the Aerocell, Aerocell SRW, the
ClassiCube, and the Dry Freight. We build an
almost unlimited number of custom variations
to these basic products. We are also a
supplier of truck equipment manufactured by
other top companies.

unicell.com
Toronto, On, Canada

They are an international company. Their
headquarters are in Buffalo, New York, and
Toronto, Ontario.
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Headquartered in Vancouver, BC, REV provides the
complete solution to the early adopter fleet
marketplace.
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As a market-leading electric vehicle systems
integrator they provide systems development and
hardware integration for both the fleet market and
Original Equipment Manufacturers.
As the end user solutions provider they provide
innovative telecom-style ownership models for all
the equipment end users need that enables the end
user to start adopting the technology now AND
feedback the performance of the technology. By so
doing REV continues to innovate and advance the
quality of the end user experience and open a route
to market for OEM's.

rapidelectricvehicles.com.com
Vancouver, BC, Canada

REV is the bridge between the manufacturers and
the ideal early adopter end-users. Fleets.
The Complete Solution to Electrify Fleets
Rapid Electric Vehicles sets the standard for
advanced electric drive systems for fleets. REV's
Modular Drive System™ (MDS™) eliminates tailpipe
emissions with a systems-integrated approach
optimized specifically for fleet operations.

Federal laboratories and agencies
•

PMG Technologies

Automotive compliance and research testing, industrial research and
component testing and evaluation, Indoor and outdoor automotive
events, films, commercials, photo shoots, special effects etc.
PMG is the place. Located in Blainville, 30 minutes north of Montreal,
their facilities consist of approximately 1,500 acres and five buildings,
housing more than 50,000 square feet of laboratory space.
Some 25 km (15.5 mi.) of specially designed test tracks complete the
facilities required to handle the various mandates brought to PMG.

AUTOMOTIVE TESTING
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

www.pmgtest.com
Blainville, Qc

INDUSTRIAL TESTING
AUTOMOTIVE EVENTS

Tracks
Collision Area
Tests
Crash Test Dummies
Environmental
Chambers
Field Work and more

Federal laboratories and agencies

–
–
–
–

–

Air Quality Mobile Source Emissions Measurement and Research
Scientific and Technical Support to Regulatory and Inventory
Programs
Emissions Measurement, Research and Technology Assessment
Development of Sampling and Testing Methodologies to Support
Regulations, Guidelines and Government Programs
Compliance and Enforcement

www.ec.gc.ca

Federal laboratories and agencies

www.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca

Federal laboratories and agencies
• National Research Council of Canada
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www.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca

Federal laboratories and agencies
AUTO21, a Network of Centres of Excellence, is enhancing
Canada's position as a leader in automotive research and
development. Partnering the public and private sectors, AUTO21
currently supports nearly 200 researchers across Canada
working on 39 auto-related projects in a variety of areas.
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www.auto21.ca

AUTO21 is extremely proud of the contribution HQP
(student researchers) make to the Network's successes
and aims to develop both the research and
complementary skills of HQP. The Network supports
HQP by:
Coordinating an annual conference focussing on
increasing industry awareness
An annual poster competition with cash prizes
Assistance to attend the SAE World Congress & other
automotive-related events
An opportunity to participate in the Canada Wide Youth
Science Fair as judges
An opportunity for former students to enter the annual
NCE Young Innovator competition

Affiliated universities and colleges
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www.itaq.qc.ca

www.rrc.mb.ca

www.watcar.uwaterloo.ca

www.mcmaster.ca

Simulation and data analysis suppliers

www.crosschasm.com
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Simulation and data analysis suppliers

www.inertiaengineering.com
Toronto, Ontario
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Simulation and data analysis suppliers

www.isaac.ca
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Simulation and data analysis suppliers
Product
Your product is our business
At Motive your product is our business, and the end product is only as good as the
path used to get there. We have taken the time to build and perfect our design process
which provides you with a superior solution within a cost controlled accelerated
development cycle.
We focus our design strategy in two main areas:
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1.

Correct project planning. We have over 15 years of project experience managing
large-scale automotive projects. We ensure that the planning process is
engineered to produce the most robust and rapid time-to-market development
cycle possible. We align suppliers and manufacturing partners and control data
release for prototype part manufacturing. We ensure that no detail is missed and
all factors that will enable a trouble-free initial build are considered.

2. Correct design functionality. Project management and lead CAD on over 120 major
vehicle programs has taught us correct design methodology, ensuring all desired
functionality can be achieved without design compromise. We maintain close
collaboration between design and engineering teams in early stages to rapidly move
through initial design concept. This collaboration is maintained throughout the design
process ensuring that the end result has a clear path to the manufacturing stage.

www.motiveind.com

Simulation and data analysis suppliers

Complete Vehicle Simulation
for Integration Testing
Hybrid and Electric Vehicle
Engine and Transmission
Vehicle Dynamics
Telematics
Rapid Controls Prototyping

www.opal-rt.com

Simulation and data analysis suppliers
Our mission:
"promote hybrid or EV usage (car, bus, truck, bike,
boat, etc.) in order to provide environmental, industrial
and power benefits."
Objectives
•To leave better technologies and systems for a healthier environment
for future generations
•To contribute to the development of a network of excellence for the
development of advanced transportation
•To promote sustainable urbanization that responds to questions
raised by mobility in cities
•To increase transfers of technology and expertise with other regions
of the world, particularly France
•To promote the manufacture and introduction to the market of efficient
and non-polluting means of transportation, individual and public

www.cnta.ca
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